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PUT AN

OLD FEDERAL

LEGISLATION

Fleet of Warships Is to Be Sent Speeding
to Key West Where Naval Base
Will Be Established
i

MORE

GROWING

SERIOUS

Government of Little, Island Republic Admits It Is Faced By a
Serious Problem Strikes Are Adding to the National Embarrassment -- An Effort Is Being Made Tc Gather Veteran
Troops to Defeat the Rebels

d

Before the senate passed the resolu
tion Senator Bacon pointed out that

while the Piatt amendment gave fundamental authority for Interference,
there never had been any specific en
actment prescribing the conditions un
der which action might be taken and
naming the American authoriy which
may decide this important point
Mr. Bacon said the resolution had
no application to present conditions
In Cuba, but under pressure of a
question from Senator Rayner, he ex
pressed the opinion that congress
should be convoked in extra session,
if intervention in the present crisis
should appear necessary after adjournment No intimation was given as
to when the committee might take up
the question.
Out of the mass of conflicting reports that have come to the state and
war departments as to the actual situation in Cuba the conclusion was
drawn today that a crisis impends in
the island and that this is sufficient
to Justify full preparations for the protection of American interests. Therefore word was passed to the navy to
hold itself subject for call and early
this afternoon two divisions of the
s
great Atlantic fleet were under
to rendezvous at New York and
Hampton Roads.
State department officials inclined
to the assembly of this force at Key
West. While willing to adopt' that
suggestion, if requested to do so, the
naval officials believe that until ships
are actually needed in Cuban waters,
they will occupy a better strategic
situation at these northern ports. It Is
pointed out that, contrary to the common belief, even New York, much
les3 Hampton Roads, is not so very
much farther away from the eastern
end of Cuba where the trouble exists,
than Key West.
The navy does not expect that the
battleships as svich will be necessary
for Cuban operations, but it happens
that they furnish the only convenient
means of providing a sufficient number of the "always ready" marines
at various points on the Cuban coast
to afford protection and rallying points
for Americans on the Island.
The first and second divisions of the
fleet carry about 600 of these sea
or-er-

Fleet Assembling.
25. The state deMay
Washington,
partment look' up with the navy today
the matter of concentrating several
battleships at Key West so as to have
a naval force near Cuba in case
American property should become
jeopardized by the negro insurrection,
and the Cuban government and the
American forces already on the island or en route should be inadequate
to give protection. Private dispatches
to the state department agree that
the negro revolutionary movement in
Cuba is hourly growing more serious.
American

The

Washington

government, it

can be stated, is preparing for eventualities, but will wait another day
or two before sending; any more marines or troops to the Island. The
Cuban government will be given ade-

quate time to demonstrate its ability
Inability to clear out at least a
before the
part of the revolution
American force is now en route to
'
Guantanamo are augmented.
The plans for increasing the armed
forces of the United States in Cuba,
It is carefully pointed out here, do not
contemplate intervention. The troops
will be used merely as a protective
Or

force.

Commander

Mitchell,

com-

manding the gunboat Paducah, the
first to arrive at Guantanamo, has
been told that he may supply guards
for American property, on request,
without reference to Washington, if,
in his discretion, it is believed they
are needed.
The battleship Nebraska, which left
New Orleans last night, for Hampton
Roads, it is said, will be told to anchor at Key West bb a part of the
"precautionary fleet." The number
at Key
of warships to rendezvous
West will be left to the discretion f
the navy department, but it is declared at the stale department there will
be enough ships to guard American
property.
If the government finding it is unable to quell the disorders, shovia
ask for American aid, the matter
would be thoroughly discussed by the
president and his cabinet before action was taken. Mr. Taft, It is said,
is very averse to Intervention, or any
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AN EXTRA SESSION
Dvnver, May 25. Governor J. V.
Sh:i froth today promised to make public a wislon as to whether he would
call an extra session of the legislature
to
house bill No. 200. The
promise was made to a committee rap- resenting the Stato Association' of
County Commissioners and the Good
Roads associations of Colorado in joint
convention here. House bill No. 200
provided for turning over of $500,000 TWO DAYS' CAMPAIGNING HAVE
of the state International Improvement
PUT PUBLIC ON KEEN EDGE
fund to the state highway commission
FOR PRIMARIES.
for use in road building. Recently ft
move that could be interpreted as was declared illegal by the state
such.
court because the senate roll CANDIDATES WC3XING HARD
Some of today's dispatches seem to call on third reading was missing
point to the need of dispatching ma from the record.
ROOSEVELT, TAFT AND LA
rines to various plantations and
ARE BUSY LOOK
DAVIDSON'S 75TH BIRTHDAY.
American properties in the island to
exer25.
N.
The
act as guards, but as yet no detacf
ING FOR VOTES.
C. May
Davidson,
ments have been ordered out of the cises of commencement week at Davnaval reservation at Guantanamo. 1'n idson college will be ushered in totil the arrival of the cruiser Prairie morrow morning, when Rev. George IS JUST LIKE A HOLIDAY
about Monday with the battalion of L. Petrie, D. D., of Charlottesville,
marines and the gunboats Pnmicoh Va., will deliver the annual sermon PEOPLE ARE SO INTERESTED
and Nashville, probably late today, before the. college Y. M. C. A. The
THEY ARE NEGLECTING
there Is not much of an American most notable day of the week will be
BUSINESS.
force to be used, as only one com Wednesday, which will be given over
a
seventy-fiftto
of
the
celebration
big
pany of marines comprising about
Newark, N. J., May 25. The whole
100 men is kept at the naval station.
anniversary of the college. Tne
There is no possibility of an agrea-me- speakers at the anniversary exer- state of New Jersey today is one big
being reached between the cises will Include former Governor political forum. Two days' campaign
striking Cuban stevedores ami the Robert B. Glean and the presidents ing for primary votes have put a keen
steamship lines, according to state of many of the leading educational edge on ihe expectation with which
the commonwealth awaits the result
department advices today. Tnj fif- institutions of the south.
of the voting next Tuesday,
teen days' truce ends at nvrtnlght
Every day the candidates have atand the stevedores announce they
tacked
their work with fresh vigor and
will walk out at that time. Thia wilt
day there will be scarceby
primary
furnish a serious complication to
1
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
a
however remote, that
ly
hamlet,
Cuba's troubles. Importation of food
one of the aspirants
not
heard
has
will
be
in
supplies
stopped, which
for the republican presidential nomiturn has the serious effect of cubing
Washington, May 25. Senate: Met nation.
off customs receipts at a time when
noon and resumed consideration cf
at
Theodore Roosevelt and
Today
the island republic needs them most.
the metal tariff Vevision bill.
President Taft had speaking proHouse:
Met at 11 a. m. and re grams that would occupy their time
Terms of Peace Proposed.
sumed consideration of the nava) ap- close to midnight, and Senator
'
i
Havana, Cuba, May 25. It was be- propriation bill,
planned to make several
on
lieved here today that the Cuban
Attoi speeches In the vicinity of thiB city--.
Adopted resolution calling
government Is trying to open negoti- ney General Wiokersham for papers The candidates were favored by ideal
ations with the negro rebels for the in the matter of charges against Les- weather. The Interest in the strug-gj- e
purpose of arranging terms of p.','co. lie J. Lyons, United States district athas Increased until today seemed
The terms, it Is said, will be based torney for westf'fri Missouri.
like a holiday all over the state, buson an amnesty promise to the rebiness being neglected while crowds
els.Recruiting for tho arm eontln
assembled at the -- ailroad stations or
ued today with
increased rapidity.
public halls and Hqtiares where the
Howevei, it was noticeable liiut "very
candidates' trains or automobiles
few negroes are offering to enlist
passed.
The report that a band cf armed
blacks .was operating at Mariano, in
the immediate vicinity of Havana was
A
denied, but rumors are current mat TEXAS MOB MAKES SHORT WORK
bands of rebels are appearing in oth
OF DISPENSING PUNISHMENT
er parts of the province. A column
TO FIEND
CELL
of volunteer veterans is about to depart for the province of Orients un
Tyler, Tex., May 25. Dan Davis, a
der the command of General tiuiilio negro, was burned to death at a stake SOLITARY CONFINEMENT GIVEN
MAN WHO KNEW OF PLOT
Nunez, president of the veterans' as- in the streets cf Tyler early today
sociation.
It probably will number after he had confessed to assaulting
TO KILL TAFT
a
1,000 men who, moreover, will be ma- Miss Carrie Johflson of this city
Pitts-burg25. William
D.
May
terially strengthened by recruits tn week ago. Two t iousand persons parthe way.
ticipated in the jnching. Davis had Pastorious was sentenced in criminal
Secretary of the Interior Laredo signed a staterae.it confessing to the court here today to serve four to sir
Bru said today that the government assault, but before the match was years in solitary confinement in Riv
fully expected to receive most favor- touched to the p:.le of wood on which earside penitentiary after being conable reports from the front before the negro had been bound by the mob, victed of sending a bomb to Alexannight. It is rumored today that the he was asked again if he were guilty. der R. Peacock, former partner of An"I am guilty,!" he cried, and a moment drew Carnegie, millionaire and capistrike of the langshoremen and
lightermen which was suspended later the flames were leaping high talist, and attempting to extort $5,000
weeks ago pending negotiations for above his head. Davis was brought from him.
Pastorious, it is said, told his attorarbitration, is likely to be resumed. here early today from Athens. When
This would have serious results, as members of the sheriff's posse arrived ney, A. C. Stein, detaila of an alleged
President Taft
It would cripple the military strength at the jail with the negro, they were plot to assassinate
of the government by cutting oft the confronted by several hundred citi- The plans, he said, were made in New
customs receipts on which it is de zens who waited until the black had York. It was Stein's purpose to have
pendent for the transportation,, equip- written his confession then demanded Pastorious tell his tory in court, but
this was abandoned, and the matter
ment, pay and arming of the new lev- that he he turned over to them.
was placed in the hands of governOfficers
and
citizens
enrolled.
many
now
protest
ies
being
Shipments into ihe country dis- ed, but finally surrendered the negro ment officials here.
Attorney Stein further said Pasto-rlu- s
tricts of provisions and other necessi- to the mob, whose numbers made pro
From
further told him he was a dupe
ties of life from the city of Havana test useless, the officers say.
anarchists and asked that
of
to
led
was
the
merthe
the
European
ceased.
The
prisoner
jail
have practically
sent to him that
chants are unable to make collections publlo square, where several wagon secret service men be
information in
tho
all
loads"
He
he
give
had
wood
of
been
might
piled.
loss
and their unwillingness to risk
The prisoner assertof their goods on account of U dls was tied to a rail and after he reiter his possession.
was the re
turbed condition of the coun ry is ated his confession, a match was ap ed that the alleged plot the Russian
him. suit of the abrogation of
flames
and
the
enveloped
plied
of
hardships
great
productive
The mob stood around the fire until treaty. Attorney Stein took up the
throughout the island.
It had died dow nand little was left matter with the government officials.
to
procontinues
The government
charred bones and ashes.
but
fess that it has not received any news
work of the lynchers was done
The
.he
of
from the front in
yovince.
determina- JACK JOHNSON STARTS
Officials declare the number quickly and quietly. The
who
men
the execuhad
the
of
tion
of the insurgents to be vastly exagin charge appeared to have a ON HIS JOURNEY HERE
tion
Iu
the
those
that
say
gerated and
effect upon them. In his writfield possess few arms. Old cam- sobering
statement Davis told how he and
ten
of
in
the
Orieute,
province
paigners
another negro attacked Miss Johnson ACCOMPANIED BY HIS BASS ViOL
however, say a mounted negro a.'aied
AND OTHER RELATIVES
who is the daughter of a farmer, as
y
with a box of matches is more
HE BOA.RDS TRAIN.
railroad
a
was
she
walking
along
equipped than with a carbine
afternoon
to
track
Monday
Tyler,
or machette.
Chicago, May 25. Jack Johnson
May 13. The pair left her with her
left
dead.
her
today for Las Vegas N. M.,
throat gashed, believing
Plantation Is Attacked.
She was later found after an all night July 4, he will defend his title of,
Santiago, Cuba, May 25. A strong search. While the girl herself did not heavyweight champion against Jir.i
band of armed and mounted negroes
he was identi Flynn. With the negro fighter were
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TAFT AND ROOSEVELT MANAGERS VICTORIOUS MEXICAN
FEDERAL
ASSERT THEY HAVE A
LEADER WILL ENDEAVOR TO
CINCH
SUBDUE OROZCO

STATEMENTS

ARE

ISSUED DISREGARDS

M'KINLEY SAYS TAFT HAS A TO
TAL OF 567 DELEGATES
TIED UP

IN

EEC EXSES

SPITE OF HANDICAPS THROWN)
IN

HIS WAY HE WILL
ON THE JOB

STAY

DIXON MAKES COUNTERCLAIM EEEELS LOST MANY SCLCIERS
HE

SAYS ROOSEVELT HAS 629 THEIR ARMY OF 8,000 WAS DIMIN
WILL GET SEVERAL
ISHED BY 3,000 IN RECENT
MORE
BATTLE OF RELLANO

AND

h

'
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"Washington, D. C, May 25 Senator soldiers, which force, it is believed, In
Bacon of Georgia, ueclaring In the addition to the marines which will be
senate today that the president would concentrated at Guantanamo when
have no authority of law for send- the Prairie arrives there next Thursing an armed force into Cuba, Intro- day morning, will be sufficient The
duced a resolution, which passed, in- Immediate need for! the marines is bestructing the committee on Cuban re- lieved to be in the neighborhood of
lations to suggest legislation authoriz- NIpe Bay on the north coast of tho
ing Interventioa thove undsr tho con- enst ?nd of Cuba, where an invest
ment of nearly $20,000,000 of Ameri
ditions provided for in the
Piatt amendment. This amendment, can money is represented in the great
which applied to an old law, governs sugar plantations, iron mines and oththe United States' course toward er industries, within a range of 20 or
30 miles.
Cuba.
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Washington, May 25. With about
delegates remaining to be selected
both the Taft and Roosevelt managers
today gave out detailed figures Intended to prove their respective
claims to absolute control of the Chi60

cago convention.

pur-sur-

claimed
Representative McKinley
for President Taft 567 instructed and
pledged and conceded 365 to Colonel
Roosevelt In neither total did he in
clude the results of the Ohio primaries.
Senator Dixon claimed for Colonel
Roosevelt 493 instructed, 38 pledged
and 52 "still to be elected" in Arizona,
South Dakota, New Jersey and Texas. Adding the La Follette and Cummins delegates, 46, he claimed a total
of 629 for Colonel Roosevelt
Approximately 775 delegates to the
hare been
democratic convention
s
elected, or slightly more than
of the total of 2,094. The maximum strength claimed by tho respective denbcratlc headquarters today
ClKrk, instructed 323, pledged
was:
6S, to tal SSi." v. iison, instructed ana
pledged 275; certain as second choics
Underwood, Instructed
30, total 305.
100. At Harmon headquarters. It was
stated that an estimate of strength
woud be prepared next week.
,

two-third-

Fight On In Ohio,
Columbus, O., May 25. Action tak
en at 33 republican and 26 democrat
ic conventions being held in Ohio today to select delegates to the state
conventions probably will determine
the control of the state conventions
and will, be the crucial test- of
strength of rival factions. The issue
among the republicans is whether
Theodore Roosevelt or President Taft
is to control the convention at which
are to be
Ohio's six delegates-at-largnational
elected to the republican
convention.
On the democratic side ihe fight is
between Governor Harmon and Gov
Harmon" supporters
ernor Wilson.
will demand that the democratic state
convention adopt the modified unit
rule.
Chairman Laylin, of the re
publican executive committee, leader
of the Taft campaign forces, claims
the control of the state convention
Chairand the six delegates-at-large- .
man Walter F. Brown, of the republican state central committee, Roosevelt campaign manager, has announced that he will carry the fight for
the six delegates to the floor of the
convention.
-

e

BOND

BILL PASSES.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 25. Late,
yesterday afternoon the senate passed the Santa Fe county hond bill,
which will make legal the payment of
a large number of bonds outstanding
against Santa Fe county. Today the
house and senate were in adjournment out of respect to Lieutenant
Governor B. C. de Baca, whose mother's funeral occurred in Las Vegas.

ef'ir-clentl-

this morning attacked the plantation
of El Silo, about 15 miles from this
city and carried off all the horses,
provisions and othar plunder. The
(Con tinned on Page Four).

identify her assailant,
fied by a man who is said to have
seen him in the neighborhood soon
before the crime was committed. The
is critical. Davis
girls' condition
said his partner had been arrested
at Waco.

TWITCHELL

At General Huerta's Headquarters,
Federal Troops, Rellano, Mex., May
25. Confronted once more by a series
of burned railroad bridges. General
Huerta set his engineers at work today to repair them, at the same time
e
ordering a division of cavalry to
the rebels, who fled northward
after the battle here two days .ago.
Every bridge between Rellano and
Corralltos is destroyed and the rebels, continuing their flight to Jimenez, destroyed most of the railroad fce- hlnd them. One and one half million
rounds of ammunition were used by
the federal infantry and 400 shells
were fired by the artillery during 18
hours of fighting, General Huerta said
today. The artillery inflicted terrible
punishment on the insurgent oolumns.
Some of the shells severed the flee- inf rebel troop trains, killing scores at
time.
More than 800 dead and wounded
rebels were found on the battlefield
behind Rellano as the federal advance
guard under Generals Rabago ana
Tellea pressed northward la pursuit orthe retreating Jnsurrectos.
In all, General Orozco is estimated
to have lost nearly 3,000 o his force
of 8,000. Two thousand are reproted
to have fled in disorder and the dead
and wounded ultimately will amount,
it is believed, to a thousand. General
Orozco's cannon were practically useless. The shells were of poor manufacture and the range of the guns
short, most of the shells exploding 300
yards short of the federal lines.
"We mean to press the campaign
vigorously," said General Huerta today. "The victory has once more
shown the power of the government
Our men are full of confidence."
The federal cavalry was today within two miles of Corralltos, the rebel
front, and General Huerta has order
ed his horsemen to hurry north to
check the isurrectos engaged in de
stroying bridges. The federal columns
are in much better condition to resume the campaign than the defeated
rebels, as the losses to the government were small. This was because
the artillery of the federals kept the
rebel infantry back so far that their

IS NAMED

,

fire was Ineffective.
Orozco i Hopeful
At General Orozco's Headquarters,
25. General
Mex.,
Jimenez,
May
Orozco today Is mobilizing his defa.ti
ed troops for a resumption
campaign against the goverjvfnent. As
after the defeat at .Congjos a fortnight ago, the rebel cbJJef fonnd that
his reverse at.Rel&ho depleted b:3
ranks and all .Available men . have
been sumraojied from outlying sections
held by rebfcis. Parral, a mining town,
has been evacuated by the rebels, who
arrived hre today In accordance with
his plansj
aome Krofess to see In the maneuvei
of small! rebel commands the possib.
illty that they would be helplessly
cut oft. from reinforcement by a con
tinuous Northern retreat o fthe main
column. n la believed here that the
fact tha( many railroad bridges have
been flestroyed since the battle of
Rellano will sernously hamper any

othe

Santa Fe, N. M., May 25. Governor
McDonald today appointed the fol- northward pursuit by the federals.
lowing exposition commission to visit
San Diego and San Francisco to pick
Refugees) Picked Up
:vi uziiuiui, amy to.
his wife and fotr sparring partners, sites for the New Mexico buildings;
Auiuug tue reHerbert J. Hagermau, fugees on board the United States
Marty Cutler, John Perkins. William
W. T. Thorn transport Buford, which arrived hera
Brown and "Professor" Buras. John Roswell;
son also took his bass viol. He ex ton, Santa Fe; R. E. Twltehell, Las yesterday, are members of a religious
pects to reach Las Vegas Sunday Vegas; Mayor J. J. Shuler, Raton nnd )
'
H. A. Jastro, Deming.
Continued on Page Four)
evening.
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TWO

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

f

Paris, May 25. Morocco looms up ton of Derne, Switzerland. The feas
as France's most difficult colonial ants there accused an old woman who
That Is saying much, lor was living ulone ot possessing the
problem.
France's experience is perhaps only evil eye, and of making their cattle
ill. They blamed her also for various
eecond to that ot Great Britain.
Tha recent savage massacre ol other local misfortunes. In vain the
French military officials at Fes at aged woman pleaded her Innocence.
the very moment when Franca was The peasants chose a "delegate,"
was a who was instructed to "cast out the
establishing a protectorate
powerful indication to the French of devil" from her. The man, on meet
tha difficulties to be met and con ing the aged woman on the roadway,
before the wild Moorish beat her severely. Later he was ar
tribesmen to whom war is a diver rested and sentenced to two months'
sion can be made over Into peaceful imprisonment.
and successful children ot France. At
ot the world
Some conception
once was seen the need of appointing
10
cards may be
craze
hand
for
post
and
picture
capable
an experienced
take the helm of the tremendous had from figures which come from
Switzerland. In the year 1911 In
work of protectorate organization.
This man. Rrance believes, has Switzerland there passed through the
been found In General Hubert Lyaut- post offices 110,000,000 cards of evey, who has achieved a reputation as ery kind, though chiefly illustrated,
a skillful, untirin officer and an This was an Increase of 8,000,000 ovei
adroit organizer and leader of men. the preceding year.
General Lyautey was born at Nancy
Don Jaime, the four year old son
In 1854. He passed rapidly through
the various grades of military educa of the king and queen of Spain, who
tlon and became a captain In 1882 was born deaf and dumb, Is progresa
as chief sing satisfactorily at Frlbourg, Switz
Later he went to
resident
ot
the
general erland, where for some time he has
of bureau
and there he met the famous General been under the treatment of Profes
Gallieni, who later took him to Mada- sor Henri Reymond. The boy prince
gascar. General Lyautey dd some is now, as the result of an operation,
fine work in pacifying and organiz- - commencing to articulate some words
ine the districts in the south of that and hear some sounds. The Swiss
Later service In Tunis ana treatment will be continued lndefi
Island.
followed by the appoint- nitely until the boy's senses are com
was
Algeria
ment as commander of the 10th pletely normal.
army corps of France. He has writAmong the many exhibits of sculp
ten much, both on the colonial sersocial
at the salon of the Society of
ture
the
and
upon
vice of the army
development of the military officer. French Artists is one that possesses
A recent study of the latter question especial Interest. It is the statue of
In military the Canadian historian Francois Xavcreated great Interest
and lay circles. Emperor William of ier Garneau, and Is the work of Paul
Germany was so siuck by the tone Chevre, one of the passengers who
of the article that be wrote to the was saved from the wreck of the Ti
author to congratulate him and at tanic. The work was completed and
the same time to take Issue with him sent to the salon the day before
steamer
Chevre sailed on the
on svtral points.
Once the picturesque Arabs become to attend the Inauguration ot his bust
devoted to France, it Is believed that of Sir Wilfrid Laurler at Ottawa.
The enormous picture which the
France will find in them a supen
addition to her colonial army. Moulay veteran artist, Jean Paul Laurens,
Hafid, the sultan thinks, this Is true, exhibits at the same salon Is probbut he wains France that ha process ablv the largest ever painted since
of courtship must te slow and cau- Veronese's "Wedding Feast ot Cana.'
tious. Above all, the Mussulmans In The government allotted to him an
Morocco must be left unhindered and immense shed In the atate stone
uninfluerced In their religious belle's yard which had formerly been used
and practices. Any encroachment by by Bartholdl and his assistants to
missionaries or others will, he thinks, execute certain pieces of the Statue
of Liberty now in New York harbor.
be disastrous to Fronch Interests.
The picture represents the Court
The altitude of Moulay Hafid himself is a puzzle. He declares himself of Love held by the Troubadours at
very anxious to abdicate, saying that Toulouse May 3, 1324, and Is Intend,
he wishes to travel and to give up all ed for the capital at Toulouse.
authority which, after all, he says, he
London, May 25. The recent ill
does not possess, since the French
have taken it all from him; but the health of Chief Justice Lor'd Alver- French insist on the sultan remain- stone has given rise to speculations
ing in nominal power. They realize in regard to his probable or possib'e
that the Moors without a ruler would successor and added interest has
he sheep without a shepherd. General been given to the discussion by !he
Lyautey, who becomes governor, or question' of the eligibility for the
more properly, resident
general of woolsack of Attorney General Sir
Morocco, is above all a tactful man. Rufus Isaacs, who is a Jew.
There is good authority for saying
He is certain to do all things to keep
the sultan's good will and not to of- that the attorney general's religious
fend the Moors by thrusting .upon faith does not exclude the woolsack
them the customs of civilized Europe. from the range of his ambitions.
Premier Gladstone in Introducing his
of
case
supersti- religious disabilities bill by which
An extraordinary
Salem Roman Catholics were to be made eliof
the
recalls
days
which
tion
lord chancellorship, em
witchcraft, is reported from Jhe --Al- gible for the
.
fact
that there were no
the
r'xfflzed
he
i"
pine villus
-
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This Prices For May Only

This Sale For Cash Only

Our entire line of women's tailored suits, includ

Our" entire line of wemen's millinery, including seme
"Gage"thats, all'new, this season's models, all exclusive styles,
worth $3.50 to $l5.00for this sale at

'Wooltex" garments, all new stylish and desirable, excellent
values and exclusive ttyles, worth $15 to S3 5, for this sale, at

(

ft.

A

,7."

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT
C3A11 of our Wool Dress Goods and Silks, including all the
new seasoa's weaevs in all desirable colors, also a number of
very attractive and exclusive dress patterns in both wool and

All of our women's dresses including the most desirable
tyle models in Silk, Wool or Lingerie, Jan excellent variety
from which to choose, worth $3.50 to $65.00, for this sale, at

silk for this sale, at

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

wit W

Women's Waists
Dainty lingerie waists in a variety of styles, woith $1.25,
special for this sale, '

J

White Goods
All of our Sheer White Goods, including the "Unweave'
fabrics, plain or fancy, at

20 PER CENT DISCCUNT

Very attractive waists of Striped Messaline or Pongee Silk
also a few solid colored Messaline, all tastefully trimmed, regular $3. CO values, special each

All of our figured Wash Goods such as Lawns, Batistes,
Dimities, Boucle Voiles, Shadow Voiles and Tissues, worth
10c to 35c per yard, for this sale, at

$2.25

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

Laa Vou'LoadinjjStoro

EataHijhed

V

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

95c EACH

Lai Voij'Londit

,

South Side Plaja

166

Store

South Side Pioja
'C3SJ2E5

legal obstacles to the office being cents;
engage American cooks for
held "by a Jew, by a Mahommedan, special American dishes; maintain
American bars; have on each floor at
by a Buddhist, or a Hindu.
least one English-speakinattendant;
A telegram to the Fishing Gazette supply
English and American papers;
has announced the mysterious and tobacco and cigars; serve buckwheat
complete wiping out of the trout and cakes; maple syrip;
bear steaic;
roach fishery of the Friendly Ang- green corn on the cob; terrapin, clam
lers' society on the River Colne. None chowder; Rock Island oysters, pie and
but a fisherman could appreciate the other delicacies supposed to be dear
calamitous nature of the news, for to the American palate; supply unlimwithin a few hours 5,000 magnificent ited ice water; grape fruit; peaches;
trout and as many fine roach were provide better telephone service; ana
lying dead on the surface of the river generally put In this continental hoand three years of careful planting tels reminders of hone.
by the members' of the society had
come to naught. The fishery had just
Henry Prather Fletcher, United
developed Into one of the finest in States minister to Cliili, who stopped
the kingdom. Chemists are now busy in London on his way to Washington,
analyzing the water In an effort to is enthusiastic over the possibilities
discover the nature ot the poison of the west coast of South America
which must have kitled the fiBh.
and declares that the opening of the
Panama canal will bring unprecedentThe remote suburbs of London are ed prosperity to ttat territory.
He says that the business men of
growing, but the metropolitan district
proper "is rapidly becoming depopulat- Chill are fully alive to tha advantages
ed according to the rate returns of the which will accrue to them. The ChilLondon county council. Every year ian government Is already planning
the percentage of empty houses grows to subsidize a line of steamships
larger. John Burns, president of the which will take advantage of the new
local government board, states that trade routes which the canal will crefamilies are leaving the central Lon- ate. So strong is the feeling of optimdon boroughs at the rate of 13,000 a ism In the country that various in
year. London In population has ap- dustries are already' beginning to
parently reached its high water mark. boom In anticipation. This Is especially true of the nitrate fields, which
The premiere of a play here this expect to profit greatly by the shortweek was enlivened by the presence ening of the route to the great cenIn an orchestra stall of a man whose tral valley of the United States.
dress clothes were set off by a jet
black shirt, properly starched and
When he rose
fashionably frilled.
with the rising of the lights after the
OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
first act all of the white shirts in the
THE STATE CAPITAL
stalls followed him as if he had been
the proverbial black swan. He wore
a white collar and a white stock tie
Santa Fe, N. M., May ' 25 The
and a white waistcoat, but unlike oth- state mounted police office is in reers who have attempted satorlal nov- ceipt of a public notice cent nut by
elties, he wore the usual black in- the Southwestern Milling and Elecstead of white duck coat and trous- tric company of San Marclal, Socorers. No one recognized the myster- ro county, telling of the ibeft. of a
ious wearer and fashionable London bay horse and saddle on the night of
is wondering If his presence was due April 9 from the corral of tha com
to an attempt to introduce a new pany's depot. A liberal reward is ot
fashion In evening dress.
fered for the recovery of the prop erty.
The English summer resorts have
Treasurer's Receipts.
awakened to the fact that London has
The following sums of money were
what amounts to a practical monop- received in the office of State Treasoly on the money of American travel- urer O. N. Marron yesterday: Southers and a campaign is being planned western Surety and Insurance comwhereby the transatlantic
(tourist pany $1; C D. Miller, state engineer,
may be persuaded to linger In the state road fund, $28.89;-- Thomas P.
British Isles instead of passing on Gable, game and fish warden, game
to the continent after seeing the met- protection fund $2; Guadalupe counropolis. One seashore resort, Black- ty, state road fund, $1,50; J. B.
pool, is arranging to. send a commissuperintendent of the state
sion to the United States where an pentientiary, convicts earnings,
endeavor will be made to discover the
Chaves county, state road
things which appeal to the American fund, $1,500; North British Insurpleasure seeker. Other seaside towns ance company, $1.
are considering the same step. As
Thrown Open to Settlement.
the result of a conference, several
The three tiers of sections in townhotel managers have decided to run ships 10 and 11 north, ranges 6 and
their places on American lines, us 7 east that were eliminated from the
ing both the "American" and "Euro- Manzano national forest on July 1,
pean" plans. Among other things, the 1910, have only recently been restorhotels have decided to fly the Ameri ed to entry and will be subject to
can flag; post nrices in dollars ana
filing on July 25, 1912. This land,
g

'

-

,a a

.

I

o

i

ben designated under the enlarged homestead act.
Otero Succeeds Bardshar June 1.
On June 1, the internal revenue
office for New Mexico and Arizona
will be transferred by Colonel H. P.
Bardshar to his successor Manuel B.
Otero. A special agent will check out
the retiring internal revenue collector
and check in the new one. Colonel
Bardshar has been a very efficient
public servant and consistent republican worker. Mr. Otero, his successor, is a popular young; man, who has
postmaster and as
beep assistant
suchhas rendered the public good
service. As all the employes in the
Internal revenue service in the two
states are under civil service Mr. Otero will have no appointments to
make.
Military Institute.
Realizing that they should not wait
for Governor W. C. McDonald to delay longer the naming the board of regents for the New Mexico Military
Institute, the old board at Roswell
re organized, naming E. A. Cahoon,
president; W. G. Hamilton, vice president; J. P. White, treasurer; and W.
M. Atkinson,
secretary. This was
however, has not

WHY

the annual meeting, and the board versal satisfaction, and Colonel Wilnamed the following for the big boys' son had hoped he would want the
exschool for the coming year:
professorship, but Mr. Chlsum
Colonel J. W. Wilson, superintend- pects to return to California.
ent.
Captain R. B. Austin, instructor in
Colonel W. S. Barlow, military In- athletics, did not apply for his place.
These two chairs and the office of
structor.
Major D. C. Pearson, professor of commandant will be filled in the next
mathematics and in charge of the three weeks. It Is very likely that
academic department.
Captain Ewlng Lusk wlh be
Major J. Ross Thomas,
professor as commandant.
of drawing.
Captain John McClure, professor of
TUSKEGEE COMMENCEMENT
chemistry and English.
Tuskegee, Ala., May 25. Many visanCaptain J, C. Troutman, professor itors are here for the thirty-firs- t
of history.
niversary exercises of the Tuskegee
Captain E. P. Spencer, post adju Normal and Industrial institute. The
tant.
program will begin tomorrow with the
Captain Dr, H. A. In galls, surgeon. annual sermon, which will he preachCaptain Jack Fletcher, band mas- ed by Bishop Strange of North Carolina. The commencement exercises
ter.
Captain F. W. Thompson, quarter- wil take place Thursday, Major Robert R. Motom of Hampton Institute,
master.
willdeliver the address to the graduMiss Lou B. Gee, nurse.
The rank of nlajor was conferred ates.
on Captain John McClure.
who has
Captain Jack Chlsum,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY"
been filling the place of Major E. A. Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinla
Lohman, as Spanish teacher, did not Tablets. Drugglsta refund money If
apply for his oM Job. Mr. Chlsum it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
is a Roswell boy and has given uni
is on eaco box. 25c.

It PMYS

TO BUY

Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of
his prod-

S

ii

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at
stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently
profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
i the advertiser's
guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of
unadvertised goods because, however much confidence the dealer or
manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

It

A

sways Pays to Buy

Advertised Goods
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SANTA FE RAILROAD SEES A
BRIGHT FUTURE FOR NEW MEXICO

VEGAS DAILV

in:,' homes, an! with the probability
'bat tills laud soon will be taken

OPTIC, SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1912.

DACIIELOHS TAKE SHE GAVE

III
''H'vhiT frnin tlio imre.itie In nomila- !'n
the lut lew vear.
oiiitiijens in the southwest are
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe where the most
things would be in
favc.iatle. and conservative
railway, through its Red Ball news duced, and then give satisfactory ser- I'5
the belief that the 'coun"it expiet-servh e, is giving publicity to a com- vice.
a whole, will develop as rarhysfclans Failed To Kelp Mrs.
try,
pilation of data showing the commer"The manufacturing industries in pidly In the decade ending lu 1920 as
New York, May 23. The
White satin and white taffeta short
Crecn, Eut She Firmly fcur.i
pannier
cial and industrial development of the the 13 states served by the Santa Fe t
!!(! in the ten years endlnir with
skirt hag evidently come to stay at coats,
or embroidered and
Relief
territory served by Its lines. New have Increased in number and output 1910.
in Cardui.
least for a while and it ia the most
made with collars of lace or
Mexico comes in for half a column of more than 100
perhaps
per cent in ten yearn.
"Tln Santa Fe has planned to aid CHICAGO'S
talked of feature of the present sea embroidered
MEN
SINGLE
OF
batiste, promlwa to havo
special mention. Regarding the Santa All of the states produce lumber for in tHa
3. C. Green of th!i son a fanhlon.
Va.
Mw.
Meetse,
by maintaining
development
The success of the a summer vogue and will be used as
MEANS
ARE
ACQUIRING NEW
Fe territory- in general, the hulletln the market, except two. Ten of the thrroMu-Mplace, says: "I suffered with womanly pannier skirt depends
organized and fully equip- mainly upon its separate coats not only over white)
troubles so that I could hardly sit up,
INTEREST IN LIFE.
says:
states are coal producers. Petrolemi' ' Industrial and colonization
iwo or tne best doctors in our town fullness at and below the knees, gath- - but also over colored, striped or fig.
"The great southwest, the territory and natural gas are found in uin-treated me. and I tried different medt ernig it to one sldq and draping it
aliments, and to keep pace with it
in which the Santa Fe operates, is an The wool
ured frocks. Some pretty models
When all other cines, until I gave up all hope of ever
Chicago, May 25,
industry is important in U. by building extensions and making ImIrregularly. Some of the fullness turned .out by one French house have
wen.
and
empire in itself, rich In all the natur- Stone for the market is produced
relaxations pall, why Bening
portant improvements. It now has j.ueasures
One day, I decided to try some Car comes from the waistline, more from frocks of striped taffeta or satin final resources that go to make a pros- four, salt In four, lead and einc ir
a two, track railway from Chicago to not tana a "kid to raise?" Thla la om, it aid so much for
the length, but there are not set rules ish silk In white and black or
me that
white
perous country. If the 13 states In seven, gypsum in eight, precious me- Pelon, New
vliat a number of
Chicago ordered some more, and It cured me to follow. Sometimes there are
Mexico, a distance of
three and color, with little coats of white
Santa Fe territory were Isolated from tals in bIx, copper fh five, iron ic
I
feel
as
aa
well
bachelors
ever
I
did
are
Today,
la
doing.
received
They
1,400 miles, and
side plaits at the waistlino on each whose
the end of 1912,
my life.
big soft collars are faced with
the rest of the world, the Inhabitants the fishing industry is extensive !n adlllonal double by
the "tip" from Dr. Lois
Llndsay- Tor 40(1 miles
The pains and the trouble are all side, and these drop to the lower
tracking
the stripe; but more practical for genedge
would lack neither necessities nor six, and every state Is rich in proof
Child's
asthe
Wynekoop
Welfare
gone. I feel like .another person in of the tunic, about one
will have been finished west of Heyard, afford- eral wear are the white coats trimluxuries In all the time to come, for ducts from the farm and ranch.
len. It is the company's plan to have sociation, and, according to tho doc- every way. I wish every sufferer could ing material to
know what Cardui will do for ilck
drape to each side. med In cords, buttons, and loops !f
in this section everything that man-kiulife
A Chapter on New Mexico
has
on
tor,
a
taken
new
a two track
Interest women."
railway from Chicago to
Another model has the plaits In the satin la tbo material, or In corded
desires Is produced In abundance.
A few doses of Cardui at the right
Regarding New Mexico the bulletin the Pacific Coast in the near future. and the still voice of conscience is
center, front and back, and the full shirrings if taffeta is used.
"The lines of the Santa Fe run in says:
will
a
doctor
gave
to
time,
big
many
bill, ness
the bachelors !n flatter
speaking
'Officials of the Santa Fe are
drawn to the left side low down.
Little black coats of similar characby preventing serious sickness.
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Neb
"The Santa Fe has 1,329,94 mites of
that the public sentiment which, ing ternjs.
tones up the nervous system, and Such plaits are slightly
It
ter are also seen and many of them
so
diagonal,
Texas, lines In the new state of New Mexico. during a ten
raska, Colorado, Oklahoma,
Last
spring Dr. Wynekoop called helpg make pale cheeks fresh and rosy. that the fullness will
year period of political
apparently fall are extremely chic. Tafefta coats In
Louisiana, New Mexico, Arizona, Nev- The state is divided Into 26 counties unrest, was unfriendly to the rail- upon the bachelors of the country,
Thousands of weak women have been
toward the back.
It
to
restored
and
hannlness
health
plainly shows gay colors, the lovely fruity reds, cerbr
ada and California, territory in the 19 of which are traversed by the San- roads, has taken a turn for the
better, those who had an assured income, to DBing uaraui. suppose you try It
that all of these variations of pan tain soft, clear greens, the nattier
course of development, much of It In ta Fe. The remaining seven coun- - if this
a
take
and
be
one
the
is
well
little
founded the nil
baby
It may just the medicine you need. niers
hope
bring
must be of soft fabrics, though blues and the lighter shades, such aa
Its Infancy, as !t were. It lg the tl are reached by lines of other rail- roads
may be able to maintain rates up In the way ihe or she should go.
N. B. Write tn: LadiM' AdvHiorv Dun..
coral, del and orchid, are charming
Oia.
not
men
always transparent
country to which energetic young
ways, connecting with the Santa Fe, that will enable them to take care of The appeal met the eye of three noora Medlcln Co, Chattanooga, Twin., for fipmVd
for midsummer toilettes over white
ii
book. Homt Trutmml
and women in the overcrowded east- excepting San Juan county. In the their increased cost of maintenance young men, members of the Unive- iminicunm,MailUH-inThe
most
difficult
part of fitting frocks of
la puis wrappar, on requtti.
lingerie, tulle or lace or over
ern states have turned for homes. northwest corner of the state, which and
an overdrapery is in keeping the sides
ojieration, and give stockholders rsity club. They bantered each other
flowered
or striped stuff.
daintily
That accounts in a. measure for the is connected by stage lines and freight a reasonable return on the
In
outline. The slit
straight and slim
money in- on the subject for a time, but accord
There are some flowered and striped
11
babies
skirt
now
phenomenal Increase in population wagons with the Santa Fe at Gallup. vented. The high cost of living is
that
is
may
with
imagine
an
to
they
accomplished
the physician they e:tch adopting
and the remarkable progress made This makes 22 of the state's 2G counthat conceals the real slit silks, too, which are effectively used
to a railway company,
ed a baby, and after that life had new have to dq Is to put a baby to bed and
let it stay there. They will find that, At the center front, where the sup ofr coats to be worn with sheer frock
along Industrial and commercial lines ties directly tributary to the Santa as to the people, and officials who interest for them.
In plain tone or white.
in the past few yedrs.
Fe. By the Santa Fe's new line, cross- manage the affairs of the Santa Fe,
Dr. Wynekoop made this statement like all treasures, children are some posed foreshortening taices place, a
The changeable taffetag in delicloug
"The fertility of the soil, the rich ing Texas, direct connection is made have tried to make those who
times a bother. But none of them plait is folded In the skirt only to reach
regulate at the Illinois Congress of Mothers,
light
coloringa are delectable matemineral deposits, the vast forests and with ocean steamship lines at Galveswill
regret his venture. .We haven't, the tunic that hangs over the slit.
he railroads for fbe federal and state
"The men were at a dinner in the
rials for the summer coatee. Delicate
other natural resources attract capi- ton, thus opening up for New Mexico
the
yet
latter
affords
relief
from a blue and
in University club," said
governments, see the proposition
the doctor.
orchid tones In combination
tal, because investment in the
OVERTAXED.
the markets of the world.
tight skirt. At the back the slit is melon
that light, and not without a dc;;:
"One of them with a big income askpicks changing from light to
west is regarded as safe. While the
inches
"The federal census of 1910 showed of success.
longer,
being eight
deep with darker hues,
ed for two boys ot between three and
lovely greens melting ingrowth of the country has been rapid, a population of 327,396 for New Mex"The Santa Fe has been carrying on five years. He has fitted up a house, Hunoieds of East Las Vegas Readers a box plaited panel Bitched five inch to
deep creamy tones are but a few of
the several states have been com- ico, an increase of 67 per cent in ten a
Know
es
Means.
What
below
It
the
belt, hanging loosely
lampaign of education for two years, and a middle-age- d
woman relative
paratively free from the evil effects years. State authorities estimate that through the newspapers,
over the slit. Even with skirts meas- the color schemes in this class of
at public will act as housekeeper for him and The kidneys are overtaxed;
silks, and the dark changeable' effects,
Have too much to do.
of a oom.' The growth has been the gain since 1910 is 25 per cent.
uring two yards the slit relieves one while not so
meetings, in schools and with exhibi- the children. The other two men are
have
daintily lovely,
The
tell
It
natural.
about
in
an?,
progress The area is 78,401,920 acres. The tions showing the
They
steady
many aches when stepping up.
development of the going to furnish flats and engage and
their own quaint charm. Unluckily
made in every line of Industrial ac- area In farms Is 5,130,878 acres, an
pains
There Is every indication that tha
railway business and the increased ex- housekeepers and maids and settle
they have been so generally- used In
Backache, weariness, headache,
tivity has had a substantial basis. In increase of 119,7 per cent in ten years. pense in operation and maintenance. down
short fanciful little coat In silk of one cheap and unbeautiful models that one
to
1 trust
children.
raising
of kidney ills.
other words, to use an American The number of farms In the state is
symptoms
tnrly
kind or another Is to be an
"The Santa Fe is accountable to 28 bachelors of sufficient means will
Is already a bit tired of them, yet
urinary troubles, Brlght's disease Item of the summer outfit important
phrase in its most literal sense, the 35,675, an Increase of 189.8 per cent bodies of public utility regulators, con
this year. now and then, one sees a model so attake
consider
and
the
up
follow.
subject.
southwest "Is there with the goods." since 1900. The total value of farm
sisting of 13 state legislatures; 13 pub They will find; (more pleasure in raisAn East Las Vegas citizen tells The Eton, the Bolero and a host of tractive that one cannot resist its
"The Atchison, Topeka & and Santa property in New Mexico is $159,447, lie
state boards, one congress ing a child than In lolling In
utility
hero
a reliable remedy for kidney models more or less related to these claim to admiration.
theaters,
Fe railway has been a pioneer in the 990, an Increase of 196.6 per cent in
two old friends are already in eviand one interstate commerce commis restaurants aud
1IU
The French use soft smoky grays in
Bociety.
develdpment of the territory descrlb ten years; the land value alone is sion. The Santa Fe has taken these
dence, the less closely related coatees satin or silk for coata to be worn
Alfred
806
"I
National
Underwood,
34
have
received
applications
ed. Starting in Kansas when the buf- '$98,806,497, an Increase of 470.4 per 2S
regulating bodies, as well as the from, men wh.o want children. We St. Eatt Las Vegas, N. Mex., says showing a leaning toward abbreviat with white or color and with excel-- s
falo ran wild and Indians were on the cent. The value of live stock In 1910
I
public into Its confidence, and
general
have previously recommended ed mantle or dolman lines, in keep- lent effect. Grays In the taupe and
uswarpath, the Santa Fe pushed stead ! was $43,494,679; of cereals, $2,382,996; to'd them the whole story of its cor always investigate the men, and
Doan'a Kidney Pills througjh the lo- ing with the ubiquitous taffetas and smoke tones harmonize with almost
find
it
but
is
them
ually
qualified
ly westward and southward, across of hay and forage, $4,469,709.
The porate life. The result, as indicated
cal papers and I have vouched for their boullonees, ruchlngs and quill any color, and are
becoming and as
plains and through mountains, toward yield of corn was 1.164,970 bushels; of by the newspapers, and by reports difficult to obtain the type of child their merit whenever
questioned in ings.
desires.!
each
Some
want
practical as black.
Mexblondes,
the Pacific ocean and the Gulf of
of
bushels.
The
499,799
1b
yield
to
r obtained On the whole these little wraps are
from patrons,
wheat,
a more friendly attj some
regard
my statement
brunettes, some brown-haireScalloped edges on white linen and
ico, and later eastward through the all cereals was 2.975.383 bushels: of tude on the
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
of the public, and
part
picturesque and piquant Perhaps pique sklrta and coats are very popot
to"
want
know
and
all
more settled states of Missouri, Iowa,
something
of
tobac
Block
431,053
and
tons;
and
forage,
hay
Pharmacy
they brought some of them are a trifle too odd, but ular.
that, to the Santa Fe, is a favorable the parents. Of course we would noj.
and Ilinois, in the direction of the co, 644,892 pounds; oi potatoes,
Scallops can be bought as a
me relief from backache and other
sign. Apparently there Is a disposi
that depends a great deal upon the trimming In
a
man
child
a
whose
give
parents
Great Lakes. Reaching the goals it
embroidery and stitched
of
symptoms
Since
bushels.
complaint.
kidney
tion on the part of the public to see
woman who wears them.
6n If the owner is unequal to buttonwere vicious, but many times some of then I have taken this
sought, the Santa Fe began spreading
All soil products of the north tem that even with the most economical
remedy off and
Taffeta is perhaps more used than holing them. Straight buttonholed
the sweetest of the babies are chil on whenever I have had need of It
its network of rails into a system perate zone are grown in New Mex
management, a railroad will be 'greatly dren of
any other kind of silk for thl3 sea edges will form a trimming wherever
are
their
now agregating approximately 11,000
mystery;
parents
and
has
it
done
work.
If
good
my
ico, except citrus fruits. Livestock handicapped when the price jjf every
not know ii: 4 Boys are in the most de- kidneys do not act properly or If my son's little coat, though the soft sat they may be used. Silk fabrics are
miles of lines which serve the wealth thrives there. A million cattle and
thing it has to buy, including its la- mand. The athletic craze has
hit back aches, I can depend upon ins stuDDorniy retain tneir popularity bound with a bias strip of'tbe-aani-eT
yielding farms and ranches of this four million sheep are pastured an- bor, is
1
steadily increasing, while the the men b4 hard that
Doan's Kidney Pills to immediately here as elsewhere in fashion's realm. or on the lower edge of a tunic they
want
vast empire of the southwest, and the
they
nually. The great valleys of the Rio price of transportation the only thing
,
over
costumes
sent
the
of
are
Many
finished with fringe.
by
etxensive mines, and the growing ci Grande and the Pecos are especially It has to sell is constantly hammer strong, robust boys. The men hope drive away the trouble."
,i warm love and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the best Parisian designers show fan
to find in the
ties which teem with factories and the noted for their productiveness. Or- ed down."
gratiMany woo skirts have a yoke of taf
Co., Buffalo, ciful little coats associated with one- - feta or
tude of children something for which cents. Foster-Milburmarts of trade.
satin, wit ha square or round
chard fruit is a sure crop In the Pecos
New
sole
for the piece frocks. In the more conserva peplum lined with
York,
agents
have
The
bachelors
of
they
the Builders
hungered.
Foresight
which
serge hanging loose
New
Mexico,
in
shipped
valley
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A large crowd composed of parents and friends of the seniors, attend
ed t!ie exercises.

ance.
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H. H. ROBERTS

CASE IS

AT

MOURE
GAVE

YOUNG MAN ACCUSED OF STEAL
ING ELECTRICITY ESCAPES
PROSECUTION.
On motion
of District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward the case against
J. A. Harden, charged with the theft
of electricity, was dismissed by Judge
David J. Leahy in the district court.
Harden was arrested last winter
while proprietor of the Imp theater,
now the Browne. It was alleged that
Harden had so arranged the service
wires that the greater portion of the
current used by him was not conduct
ed through the meters. After remain
me in jail several weeks Harden's
bail was reduced. He furnished secur
ity and went to California. The pres
ent grand Jury returned an Indict'
ment against Harden. Harden's case
ajracted considerable attention at
the time of his arrest, as he appeared
to be an honest young man. Anoth
er man, who had been associated
with Harden in the moving picture
business, disappeared the night before Harden was arrested, leaving a
number of unpaid bills. Harden al
ways maintained that the partner had
robbed him of a considerable sum of

TEMPLE

EXCELLENT ADVICE TO HIGH
SCHOOL GRADUATES

to carriage house tl each
way; the remainder of he trip by
burros without charge to guests of a
week, other EOo each way.
Leave orders at Murphey's, Cutler
Brother' or Plaza Hotel or Phone
Main 35. Auto goes out Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 a. m., returning
the same day.
tomoblle

HARDEN'S

ORDERED DROPPED

THEME
DR. FRANK

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1912.
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ally garbed sister had an altercation
The assistant district attorney re- - upon the public street, winding up In
plied: "It la all the evidence I have a fight The deefndant, when asked
except the written confession of the how she hapened to appear upon the
street In a bathing suit, replied that
defendant."
Without waiting for the introdu.-tlo- u
she "was In the habit of doing her
of the confession, the judge turned to housework in that costume and in her
the jury and Bald: "Because of thd excitement over the fuss with hex
Improper remark made by the district sister had overlooked the fact that
attorney I direct you to acquit the de-- ! she was not quit properly dressed
for an appearance In public. The
fendant"
The Jury followed this Instruction fighting sisters were both fined.
and the confessed offender went free.
It will undoubtedly be a yreac reScores of cases of a similar chara:-acte- r
could be enumerated. It may lief to yearn that Evelyn Thaw, the
be added that during the past year SI "angel wife" of Harry K. Thaw, does
burglars, after having been duly con- not intend to sue her husband for di
victed, were permitted to go free un- vorce. In view of the fact that Eve
der suspended sentences. Police Com lyn Is said to be a mother of a child
missioner Waldo has pointed to the of 21 months, it Is probably true that
fact that this
leniency of she does not think of suing for di
the courts has a decidedly discour- vorce. It might be rather awkward
existaging effect upon the police depart- to be called upon to explain the
ment and the large number of crimes ence of her alleged offspring.
committed in this city every month
seems to hear out this contention.
DR. HYDE TO FACE THIRD TRIAL
Kansas City, May 25. The third
Trinity church In New York City, trial of Dr. B. Clark Hyde, charged
Is believed to be the richest church with the murder of Colonel Thomas H.
In the world. This belief may bo un- Swope, is scheduled on the docket
founded, but there Is not the least of the criminal court to begin next
doubt that it is the richest church In Monday, but it Is quite likely that the
America,
According to conservative state will ask for another continuance
estimates the property, mostly in as the special prosecutor, United
real estate, owned by the church, rep- States Senator J. A. Reed, is atlll deresents a value of more than $75,000,-00- tained in Washington by his dutlep
at present market values. The In congress. If another postponement
annual Income of the church, from all Is asked for and granted the case will
sources, is considerably mora than probably not come up until after the
In addition to the main adjournment of congress.
$1,000,000.
At the first trinl, in the spring of
church, its cemetery and its nine chaDr. Hyde was found gnilty and
office
owns
1910,
church
buildings
the
pels
and tenements in various parts cf was sentenced to Imprisonment for
the city. There are 8,610 members in life, but a new trial was granted,
the congregation, 3,600 in the Sun which came up last year. Hyde's sec
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ond trial ended abruptly when Hairy
Waldron, one of the i:r.:r. escaped
from the marshals. The third trial
was to begin on January --', 1912, tut
at the request of the prosecution It
was postponed until May 27, Ir. the
hope that by that time Senator Reed
would be at leisure to give his attention to the case.
Dr. B. Clark Hyde had been under
simpleton in connection with the mysterious illness and deaths In the
Swoie family ever since the death of
Colonel Thomas H. Swope on October 3, 1909. The death of Colonel
Swope followed soon after he had suf
fered a severe convulsion and this
convulsion, it was charged by the
members of the Swope family, followed immediately after the administration of a capsule given by direction
of Dr. Hyde. Dr. Hyde said it was a
digestive tablet..It was proved at the trial that Dr.
Hyde had purchased cynadle of potassium in
capsules. Dr.
Hyde claimed he bought the cynadit
capsules to kill roaches In his office
Two days before the death of Col
onel Swope, Moss Hunton, a cousin
of the millionaire philanthropist, died
at the Swope home following a stroke
of apoplexy. Dr. Hyde and Dr. G. T.
Twyman of Independence treated
The patient was bled
Hunton.
it is charged at the suggestion
of Dr. Hyde. Beginning early in De
cember, an epidemio of typhoid fever
broke out in the Swope household during which ten members of the family
were stricken and one, Chrisman
Swope, a brother of Dr. Hyde's wife,
died.
Chrisman died after taking a capsule given at Dr. Hyde's direction and
after suffering a convulsion similar to
the one that attacked Colonel Swope.

ginning tomorrow, has attracted an
army of musicians to the French capital. They have come in unusoal'y
large numbers from ail rart cf u"
c
v rope, the special magnet of attraction
In
being the $100,0C0 prize offering
PRIZES IN MUSICAL CONTEST
contests
musical
Paris, May 25. The International the international
feature of the
will be
Congress on MubIc, which will hold which
be
three
days
forth here during the
of the Pwope family by Introducing typhoid iterms and poisons
into the medicines administered by
him.
members

We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN COOHS, WINDOW SCREENS ANO WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying;

ifEQio 'tuuinzn
Town

lad

Phone Main

Margaret Swope, Chrisman's sister,
was also treated by Dr. Hyde, had a
convulsion after taking a capsule, but
she was given an emetic at once by
Dr. Twyman and recovered.
In all, Dr. Hyde was indicted on 11
counts,
the remaining Indictments
charging him with trying to murdel

Round Trip Excursion Rales
4

California & Northwest

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle Tacoma & other points
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Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.
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turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
social and
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.
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Regulur dance at the Armory
night.
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Choice BLUE GRASS SEED
to- -

30

dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Opera Bur.

see mo attractive
books at Murphey's

cents per Pound
.

PHONE MAIN 379

.PWTH&HBP
7 to. for 25c

HIE DAVID

....THE

CASH

Phone Main

193

GROCER...

or Main

194

Each Pay
Brings it's problem of what to
order for the coming meal!

When up the stump call us up and
we'll help you DOWN by suggesting Something GOOD 4hat will
appeal to your appetiete.

J. H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO EAT

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE,

SJ3.00

and on

for less than 114 In any retail chin bora. It la guaranteed
boti
T lie re la a coapon fa every sack of LARABEE'S Floor. Send na five
ctmyuuB bdu yj.tiu 10 casu, urai it, iuhvui ur eiureii money urn or, ana we will
eend yoa one of these beautiful seta by freiKht. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Lara bee Flour Mill a Company,
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.LARABEE'8
Flour are also irood for Rotters' Silverware
The coupons in
end other valuable pnjniiums... Ask for descriptive circular.

tj

quality
manufacturer and ourselves.
the

EMPRESS,

you know, is

BY

"Mighty-Goo-

GERMAN-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

-MILLED

FOR
SALE

that

d"

AJIl
"P3

GROCERS

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

M

LOiliEit

THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING

public, will be held tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock in the First Meth
odist church. The members of the
post will meet at 10:30 in the office
of the Mutual Building and Loan as
sociation and will go in a body to the
church. A special program has been

Tbe funeral of Mrs, T. C. de Baca,
who died Thursday evening at her
home on the West side, occurred this
morning rrom the Church of Our
Lady of Sorrows. Interment was in
Mount Calvary cemetery. The pall
were Adelaide Gonzales,
bearers
the
memorial
services.
for
arranged
Lujan, Francisco A. ropes, Hip
The Las Vegas Maroons will leave olito Vigil, Francisco Romero and
tomorrow morning on the California Pablo C. de Baca. ,
Limited for Santa Fe where tomorrow
At a meeting of a numBer or men
afternoon they will meet the fast aggregation of Capital City ball tossers. Interested in the accommodation of
will be used in the crowd that will X tere to attend
The regular line-u- p
buttle, held laBt
the game, "Polly" Barr working on the Johnson-tlym- '
the mound.
Kirkland will accom- night in the Com'nierclal club rooms,
pany the team as reserve twirler. The it was announced that it would be
Santa Fe team will play two return possible to furnish to persons who
games In Las Vegas Wednesday and wish to entertain roomers, a cot, a
Thursday afternoons of next week. pair of blankets, sheets and a pillow
$1.30 for a per
The Albuquerque club has been book- case for from 1.25
ed for Friday and Saturday after- iod of about two v.-ksIt may be
noons of next week.
possible that this fjtce may be in
creased five or ten cents when trans
portation Is included In the charges.
Another meeting wfl be held Mon
day night at which' final arrangements will be made. All persons in
terested are requested to be present.
Not
o

I

Qviality

Quantity
Is our slogan. Turning
out a lot of fair work- - means
nothing to us.
Turning out a lot, as we
are doing, of FINE work
means

increased

business,

pleased customers, then
more business and the right-

name,

The

Leoindry of QuaJity
Our kind cost YOU no more.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

f

XTRAGOOD
ONE WEEK MORE
CIIILDHEKS

OF

81

617 Douglas

Washington, May 25. Senator Lor- imer of Illinois will receive word direct from his friends in the senate
that they cannot hope to save him in
his fight for the retention of his seat.
While it is not admitted that Lorimer
will be urged to resign, it was said ae
might decide on that course.
Vice President Sherman left Wash
ington last night 'or Chicago. It was
said his mission was private business,
but it was rumored tnat be would see
Senator Lorimer and communicate to
him the result of a poll of the senate
that has just been concluded.
That poll shows: certain for Lorimer 40; certain to oppose him 39;
doubtful 16. There is one vacancy.
STRIFE IS ENDED.
a.. May 25. Strife
Moines,
which has divided the Baptists of
New Mexico for two years was

.

Waists in all Sizes and Colors

ft""?

The seat reservation for the lecture
of John Armantage, on "The Famine
in India," which will be given Monday
night at the Y. M.' C. A. hall under
the auspices of the Santa Fe reading
rooms, opens to the general public
Monday morning at 9 o'clock. This
lecture will be Illustrated by 65 slides
from photographs talten by Mr. Armantage while In India and promises
to be unusually interesting. During
the lecture Mr. Armantage will throw
on the slides the pictures of Santa
Fe officials together with pictures of
some locomotives, beginning at the
very first one, built by Stephenson,
to the last Mallet compound in the
service of the Santa Fe company.

For the Choicest of

FISH
SANITARY

FURNITURE
Ever Received in Las Vegas

NOW READY? FQ

THE LEADING FURNITURE STORE OF LAS VEGAS

JVC. JOHNSER
& SON

Let us Have Your Orders
Now for Memorial Day

Sixth
Street

507

PERRY ONION
SEEDSMEN

&

a SON HZ

FLORISTS

BOUCHERS

BIG BENEFIT FOR THE
.1

km

FpCAN

.J

121

LAS

VEGAS

miiM

s

OPERA

SATURDAY

L:.J

HOUSE

EVENING

MAY

JIM FLYNN will put on a Three-Roun- d
Exhibition with AL WILLIAMS.
Benny Chaves vs. Kid Williams Kid Burns
Of

OF CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

150 lbs

8 Round Exhibition
LYNCH

OF PUEBLO

4 Round Exhibition

vs.

Roy Elackwel
OF PEORIA. ILL
'

J35 lb

6 Round Exhibition
KID HANSON VS. JACK

ROOT

of E. LAS VEGAS JJ5 lbs of LAS VEGAS

4 Round Exhibition

NOTE These exhibitions will be clean and scientific and
is welcome.
PR-ICE-

75c, SI.OO and $1.50

S

NOTICE.

"The Store of Satisfaction"

..

mm. mm

OOHirJO!

Goto

We shall have the finest lot of flowers and wreaths we have
ever had but they are going fast and you must get
jour order
in early to be sure of getting any.

t--

JESS MCLAIN VS. RAY

GOODS

YOUR INSPECTION

Three Floors of Quality Furniture and an Over
Stocked Ware House Reasonably Priced in
Plain Figures, makes ours

Champion Bantam'
weight othe Middle
Wet JJ8 lbs

BAKERY

yjiij

LARGEST CAS CF

A. M. ADLER,

Worthy President.

F"

m&q

1

DeB

brought to an end at the Northern
Baptist convention today when the
delegates cast a practically unaniMEMORIAt SERVICE. .
Torreon Aerie Ni 1,346, Fraternal mous vote to turn the state over to
Order of Eagles, will hold memorial the Southern Baptist convention.
services for departed brothers, Sunday morning at 9:30j q'clock In the
Woodmen of the World hall on Sixth
street All members1 and visiting
brothers are requested to be present.

PRICES ON

SUITS AT GREEKBERGER'S

DEFENSE

IT IS REPORTED THAT THE SENATOR WILL RESIGN HIS
SEAT.

SPECIAL

On'account of closing of schools we are gfing to give you
a special discount on childrens Knickerbocker Suits all this week
Take advaniage of this opportunity and fit your boy out.

OF KANSAS CITY

Fresh Strawberries
THE GRMF & HAYirABD CO. STORE

y

HAS GONE

EATABLE
EVERY DAY

"

f

i

,

ly earned

AT THE HOME

,

T. L. Tinchert, traveling represen
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
tative of the Haynes Motor Car com
In the wood.
Direct fro Da distillery
pany, has received a Haynes 40 fore
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Nothing nicer for the girl graduate door touring car to be used for de
Hello! Where are you going? than a box of fine stationary. Mur monstration here. Mr. Tinchert will
To the White Kitchen to get a good phey's drug store has a splendid line. establish an agency in Las Vegas
with Dan Rhodes as agent.
25c meal. Home cooking! Open day
established
been
A
has
postofflce
and night
At the direction of the Lbs Vegas
at rina, Taos county, with William
A.
Hall as postmaster.
park association and at the expense
Send her & bos of LJggett's chocoof the city, the triangle at the inter
lates for her graduation gift. It's the
A fountain pen
makes a useful section of Grand avenue. Fourth
purest and best candy made. Fresh
graduation gift for the young man street and National avenue is being
at Murpheys drug store.
graduate. A good assortment at Mur curbed and will be graded and sown
In grass. Trees have been set out
drug store.
phey's
1016
For sale, residence,
Fifth
and this little triangle will udd
street, 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur--,
be
was
to the appearance of that secmuch
Hidaldo
Marcus
arraigned
nlshed cr unfurnished, good cellar
D. R. Murray yesterday af tion of the city.
and
Cheap If taken In fore Judge
the next few days. Dr. E. L. Ham ternoon on the charge of drunkenness
and sentenced to eight days In the
"Dynamite," the faithful old black
mi'Bd.
city cooler. However, on the pay- steed belonging to the Las Vegas
Tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock ment of the costs, he was released. Steam Laundry, ran away this morn
the local aerie of Eagles will hold me- Hidalgo was found yesterday morning ing upsetting the wagon and dragging
morial services for their departed on National avenue between Fir th the driver, Dave Conway, some disbrethren In the W. O. W. hall on and Sixth street and at first it was tance. The accident occurred on
thought that he was dead, but Chief Seventh street north of Baca avenue.
Sixth street The public Is Invited.
of Police Ben Coles, who was called, One of the shafts of the wagon broke,
Memorial Sabbath will be observed found the man alive, but dead drunk. and was the cause of the runaway.
The driver escaped uninjured, but t
with appropriate services at the Me
will
o
In
honor
of
be neceesBary to put the wagon
confirmation
fthe
thodist church tomorrow morning
Mr. in the shop for extensive repairs.
Miss
their
Ruth
Nahm,
11
daughter,
o'clock.
Sherman
at
Post
morning
No. 1 of the G. A.' R. will attend In a and Mrs. Sig Nahm will be at home to
body and all other old soldiers and their friends tomorrow afternoon. Mr.
and Mrs. Sol Kanffman will also be
their frienda are cordially Invited.
at home to friends tomorrow afterThe annual memorial services of noon in celebration of the confirmaSherman Post No. 1 New Mexico Di tion of their daughter, Miss Henrietta
FLAT
vision of the Grand Army of the Re Kauffman.
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See the line of novelties for grad
uates gifts at Murphey's drug store.

.

We purchased upveral carloads of this beantifnl

--

Lutlivig

kt

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour S&

'

IHeld
rni.
Street
CrUge

commencement

drug store.

A fancy box of Initial stationery
makes an ideal gift for the young lady
graduate. A big line at Murphey's
drug store.

(BLED

r

Record hooks, graduation cards,
dainty
gift books, Initial stationery,-fountaiAH persons knowing themselves to
pens, Hurler's candy, Ligbe indebted to me "will please call
gett's candy, all make nice girts.
and settle by May 25. Dr. E. L.
Best assortment In the city at Murphey's drug store.
;

